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A Sample Self-Assessment

Here is a letter written by Nathaniel Cooney as part of his portfolio for his first-
year writing class at Wright State University.

2 June 2008

Dear Reader,
It is my hope that in reading this letter, you will gain an understand-
ing of the projects contained in this portfolio. I enclose three works
that I have submitted for an introductory writing class at Wright
State University, English 102, Writing in Academic Discourse: an
informative report, an argument paper, and a genre project based
largely on the content of the argument paper. I selected the topics of
these works for two reasons: First, they address issues that I believe
to be relevant in terms of both the intended audience (peers and
instructors of the course) and the times when they were published.
Second, they speak to issues that are important to me personally.
Below I present general descriptions of the works, along with my
review of their strengths and weaknesses.

My purpose in writing the informative report “Higher Standards 
in Education Are Taking Their Toll on Students” was to present 
a subject in a factual manner and to support it with well-
documented research. My intent was not to argue a point. How-
ever, because I chose a narrowly focused topic and chose informa-
tion to support a thesis, the report tends to favor one side of the
issue over the other. Because as a student I have a personal stake
in the changing standards in the formal education system, I chose
to research recent changes in higher education and their effects
on students. Specifically, I examine students’ struggles to reach a
standard that seems to be moving farther and farther beyond 
their grasp.

I believe that this paper could be improved in two areas. The first
is a bias that I think exists because I am a student presenting
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information from the point of view of a student. It is my hope,
however, that my inclusion of unbiased sources lessens this prob-
lem somewhat and, furthermore, that it presents the reader with a
fair and accurate collection of facts and examples that supports
the thesis. My second area of concern is the overall balance in the
paper between outside sources supporting my own thoughts and
outside sources supporting opposing points of view. Rereading the
paper, I notice many places where I may have worked too hard to
include sources to support my ideas. I do not necessarily see that
as a bad thing, however, because, as I stated earlier, the outside
sources work to counterbalance my own bias and provide the
reader with additional information. I do think, though, that the
paper might be improved if I were to reach a better balance
between the amount of space dedicated to the expression of my
ideas and the amount of space dedicated to the presentation of
source materials.

The second paper, “Protecting Animals That Serve,” is an argu-
ment intended not only to take a clear position on an issue but
also to argue for that position and convince the reader that it is a
valid one. That issue is the need for legislation guaranteeing that
certain rights of service animals be protected. I am blind and use a
guide dog. Thus, this issue is especially important to me. During
the few months that I have had him, my guide dog has already
encountered a number of situations where intentional or negligent
treatment by others has put him in danger. At the time I was writ-
ing the paper, a bill was being written in the Ohio House of Repre-
sentatives that, if passed, would protect service animals and
establish consequences for those who violated the law. The pur-
pose of the paper, therefore, was to present the reader with infor-
mation about service animals, establish the need for the
legislation in Ohio and nationwide, and argue for passage of such
legislation.

I think that the best parts of my argument are the introduction
and the conclusion. In particular, I think that the conclusion does
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a good job of not only bringing together the various points, but
also conveying the significance of the issue for me and for others.
In contrast, I think that the area most in need of further attention
is the body of the paper. While I think the content is strong, I
believe the overall organization could be improved. The connec-
tions between ideas are unclear in places, particularly in the sec-
tion that acknowledges opposing viewpoints. This may be due in
part to the fact that I had difficulty understanding the reasoning
behind the opposing argument.

The argument paper served as a starting point for the genre proj-
ect, for which the assignment was to revise one paper written for
this class in a different genre. My genre project consists of a
poster and a brochure. As it was for the argument paper, my pri-
mary goal was to convince my audience of the importance of a
particular issue and viewpoint — specifically, to convince my audi-
ence to support House Bill 369, the bill being introduced in the
Ohio Legislature that would create laws to protect the rights of
service animals in the state.

Perhaps both the greatest strength and the greatest weakness of
the genre project is my use of graphics. Because of my blindness, I
was limited in my use of some graphics. Nevertheless, the pictures
were carefully selected to capture the attention of readers, and, in
part, to appeal to their emotions as they viewed and reflected on
the material.

I noticed two other weaknesses in this project. First, I think that 
in my effort to include the most relevant information in the
brochure, I may have included too many details. Because space is
limited, brochures generally include only short, simple facts.
Although I tried to keep the facts short and simple, I also tried to
use the space that I had to provide as much supporting informa-
tion as I could. This may have resulted in too much information,
given the genre. Second, I dedicated one portion of the poster to a
poem I wrote. While the thoughts it conveys are extremely impor-
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tant to me, I was somewhat unsatisfied with its style. I tried to
avoid a simple rhyme scheme, but the words kept making their
way back to that format. I kept the poem as it was on the advice
of others, but I still believe that it could be better.

Despite its weakness, the poem also adds strength to the project
in its last stanzas. There, I ask readers to take a side step for a
moment, to consider what their lives would be like if they were
directly affected by the issue, and to reflect on the issue from that
perspective. I hope that doing so personalized the issue for readers
and thus strengthened my argument.

I put a great deal of time, effort, and personal reflection into each
project. While I am hesitant to say that they are finished and
while I am dissatisfied with some of the finer points, I am satis-
fied with the overall outcome of this collection of works. Viewing
it as a collection, I am also reminded that writing is an evolving
process and that even if these works never become exactly what I
envisioned them to be, they stand as reflections of my thoughts at
a particular time in my life. In that respect, they need not be any-
thing but what they already are, because what they are is a prod-
uct of who I was when I wrote them. I hope that you find the
papers interesting and informative and that as you read them,
you, too, may realize their significance.

Respectfully,

Nathaniel J. Cooney

Enclosures (3)
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Respectfully,

Cooney describes each of the works he includes and considers their strengths
and weaknesses, citing examples from his texts to support his assessment.
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